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Of The Show Is Molly’s Hair,
You’re In Trouble
Monday  Night Raw
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Location: Von Braun Center, Huntsville, Alabama
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

This is another request whose reasoning I’m not sure of. Maybe people
just like to make me cry. Anyway we’re coming up on Unforgiven in a few
weeks which has a main event of Goldberg vs. HHH. In keeping with WWE
tradition, the main event tonight is Goldberg/Orton vs. HHH/Flair,
because Orton is in Evolution and therefore will make problems for
Goldberg. Dig that high quality matchmaking! Let’s get to it.

Kane vs. Rob Van Dam

Kane was recently unmasked and therefore turned heel (granted it’s Kane
so who knows why he turned) on his tag partner RVD, setting up this cage
match. Instead of THIS taking place on PPV though, we got Shane McMahon
vs. Kane because Kane electrocuted Shane’s testicles with jumper cables
last week. Kane jumps Rob as soon as he gets in and immediately starts
pounding away.

Van Dam gets sent into the cage but comes back with a kick and a flip
attack out of the corner. Kane rams him right back into the cage again
and crushes Van Dam’s head against the cage with a boot. A side slam puts
Rob down for no cover so Kane rams him into the cage again. Van Dam tries
a comeback but his stepover kick is countered into a powerslam for no
cover again.
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Kane loads up a powerbomb but Van Dam punches out of it. Not that it
matters much though as Kane clotheslines him down and goes back up top.
That goes badly for him as well though as Rob crotches him and crushes
him against the cage with a cross body. Somewhere along the way Rob got
cut over his eye. The jumping kick from the top rope puts Kane down again
and Rolling Thunder hits for no cover. Rob tries to leave but has to kick
Kane off the ropes.

Since Van Dam isn’t that bright at times, he tries the Five Star but only
hits the mat. Kane loads him up in a powerbomb position but drops Van Dam
face first into the cage. Van Dam gets thrown into the cage a few times
and after pointing at himself, Kane loads him up for a third ram. Rob
gets tossed….and the cage breaks, allowing him to fall to the floor for
the win. Well that was unexpected.

Actually it’s so unexpected that before I can rate it, Bischoff comes out
and says you have to go over the cage and not out of it to win, so we
need to keep going. After a break Kane continues to pound away while
talking trash. Apparently during the break Kane slammed the cage on Van
Dam’s head to put him in this much trouble. Rob tries to climb and Kane
just lets him so RVD kicks him in the face. Van Dam tries to climb up but
Kane climbs onto the top rope with him and a kind of chokeslam off said
top rope is enough for the pin.

Rating: C-. The match was ok but at the end of the day, unless you’re a
wrestling encyclopedia, you’re not likely going to have an idea why this
match is happening. JR and King mentioned Kane’s rage, but I don’t think
they mentioned the two of them even being partners until a few weeks ago.
Also the match itself was pretty one sided for the most part and I’m not
sure why it was in a cage in the first place.

Bischoff makes Shane vs. Kane and King/JR vs. Snow/Coach for the
commentary position (just go with it) for Unforgiven. For tonight, HHH
and Goldberg face each other in a tag match with mystery partners.
Hooray!



Lance Storm is worried about being called boring so Goldust tells him to
go beat up Rico in front of the Stormtroopers. Storm tries to do the
Goldust breath and it’s rather disturbing.

Lance Storm vs. Rico

If nothing else we get to look at Jackie Gayda in a barely there outfit.
The idea here is that Storm is boring and trying to find a personality.
Rico starts the boring chant before the match so Lance punches him down.
Goldust in turn starts a Rico Sucks chant and we’re ready to go. A quick
suplex gets two for Lance but Rico comes back with a kick to the face and
a clothesline before ripping at Storm’s face. Off to a chinlock for a bit
until Storm fights up and starts firing off clotheslines. Jackie tries to
get involved and gets kissed by Storm who quickly finishes Rico with a
springboard missile dropkick. Short and not terrible here.

Storm and Goldie dance post match.

HHH wants to know who the mystery partners are but Eric won’t say.

Trish Stratus/Jacqueline vs. Molly Holly/Gail Kim

Trish’s team are the faces here and Molly is champion here. She’s in blue
tonight and has that short brown hair going on which looks GREAT. Also
Gail is looking especially good here in white. Molly and Jackie start
things off with the champion getting armdragged a lot. Off to Jackie who
gets whipped around as well before an elbow drop gets two. JR gets Jackie
and Molly confused because that’s easy to do right?

Molly and Gail hit a double DDT on Jackie for two before Kim takes
Jackie’s hand and slaps it against Trish for a tag. Stratus comes in and
beats on everyone in sight before hitting a headlock/headscissors combo
to Gail and Molly respectively. The heels backdrop Trish to the floor
before throwing the carcass back in for the pin.



Rating: D+. The match here was nothing special but I’m really impressed
by how good the heels looked. In case you’re missing the point, I’m
talking about their looks and not their in ring abilities. It’s WAY
better than what we have going on with the modern Divas, but man alive
they made few secrets about it being all about sex appeal at this point.

Here’s Austin for the State of Raw Address. How about we state that at
this address, Raw will have more wrestling tonight? There’s a podium for
him to speak from but Austin throws it to the floor and destroys it
because it’s not his style. It takes forever to get to his first
announcement, which is that if HHH gets counted out or disqualified, he
loses the title. As for Kane, Austin thinks he should be able to beat him
up for what Kane did to Shane. However since Austin is Co-GM, he’s not
allowed to do that. Austin and his cabinet (his liquor cabinet of course)
met and determined this sucks.

This brings out Christian who makes fun of the fact that Austin can’t
beat anyone up. He’s tired of being Intercontinental Champion and not
getting any respect and after debating the topic for a bit, we get down
to the point: Christian wants his own talk show to replace the Highlight
Reel. This brings out Jericho to lay out Christian to much praise from
Austin. Jericho goes off on Austin for patronizing him and says he wakes
up every day and prays that Austin has been fired. Austin says he likes
the Highlight Reel and that Jericho can either keep whining or have a
beer.

Jericho says that Austin wants to give him a Stunner but he can’t do it.
Jericho: “If you want Steve Austin to give me a Stunner, give me a doo-
wa-diddy-diddy-dum-diddy-do.” Austin: “That was the stupidest catchphrase
I’ve ever heard in the history of Monday Night Raw.” Steve throws Jericho
a beer but the Canadian drops it. Austin gives him a very easy throw on
the second try in a funny bit but Jericho slaps Austin on the back. That
counts as physical provocation so there’s the Stunner. Somehow this took
over eighteen minutes. What exactly was said in that amount of time?



La Resistance/Rob Conway/Rodney Mack/Mark Henry vs. Dudley
Boys/Hurricane/Rosey

Oh I’m SURE this isn’t going to get all messy. The good guys clean house
and Spike is launched onto La Resistance (the tag champions at this
point). Hurricane throws in a dive of his own and it’s table time less
than a minute into this shindig. They’re only set up on the floor though
as we finally start with Rosey and Dupree. The fat man (Rosey) misses a
charge but clotheslines Conway and Dupree down with ease because he’s
fat.

Off to Spike for his double stomp on Conway but since Spike is the anti-
Rosey, Conway gets the tag off to Henry. Picture any match of Henry
crushing someone smaller than him for about a minute and you have what
you’re getting here. Mark misses a charge and Spike picks….Hurricane for
the hot tag? You’re Spike Dudley and you pick the freaking HURRICANE to
fight Mark Henry? Conway is brought in as Henry is down on the floor,
likely out for months with an injury. Everything breaks down and Conway
walks into the 3D for two via a save from Mack as Henry comes back in and
powerslams Bubba for the pin.

Rating: D. Yep it was a mess. It amazes me that they’re so strapped for
time that they have an 18 minute talking segment and then they have to
put ten guys in one match to get them all on TV for that week. There’s
nothing here to see other than another quick match tonight with way too
many people in one match.

Post match La Resistance picks up Spike and throw him over the top rope
and at the table. I say at the table because they don’t throw him far
enough and Spike’s head smacks into the table, probably breaking his neck
in the process.

Eric makes a 3-2 handicap tables match for the titles at Unforgiven. For
those of you not remembering, Eric LOVED tables matches. It was like his
version of tag matches for Teddy Long.



HHH talks about Goldberg and plugs a sponsor at the same time.

We run down the Unforgiven card.

Shane is at The World but before he can get anywhere, Bischoff pops up
and makes his match with Kane a last man standing match. That means the
PPV now has a handicap tables match, a last man standing match, a match
for control of Raw’s announcer booth, and a career threatening match. Why
would we care about wrestling, right? Oh and another gimmick match would
be added later.

Molly and Gail still look hot but now they have an evil idea, whatever
that is.

Scott Steiner vs. Steven Richards

Somehow Steiner has a job at this point. He also has Stacy who is his
girlfriend/head freak at this point, which would change very soon. This
is angle advancement for Steiner vs. Test, the latter of which is at
ringside here. Richards tries to jump Steiner to start and gets pounded
down in the corner as a result. There’s a clothesline for Richards and
it’s push-up time. Richards gets a boot up in the corner but walks into a
Downward Spiral for the pin. Nothing match here.

Post match here’s Bischoff AGAIN to make Test vs. Steiner for the PPV
with Stacy on the line.

Back from a break and Coach and Snow are in the ring. THIS is what gets
the next to last spot on Raw people. Let that sink in for a minute. Coach
talks about jobs JR can have after he loses his job soon and we get WWE
Humor with faces superimposed over FUNNY pictures. He goads JR to the
ring and Coach gets laid out. Lawler shoves Snow to the floor and that’s
that. This is happening because Coach and Snow are the Heat commentators
and want a promotion. Seriously, THIS is the second big feud on Raw right



now. Yet somehow people defend 2003 to me. I don’t get it.

Goldberg/??? vs. HHH/???

Bischoff comes out and talks tough to HHH before bringing out Flair to be
HHH’s partner. Goldie’s partner: Randy Orton. Goldberg starts fighting
the opponents before Orton gets there before beating up his own partner.
We’re not going to get a match here are we? Orton gets in a shot on
Goldberg’s knee as HHH says lower the cage again. Bill keeps trying to
fight and has all three guys down for a bit, only to walk into a chair
shot to the head from HHH. The big beatdown ensues as Goldbeg is
bleeding. HHH is legit injured at this point so the Pedigree is basically
Goldberg falling and HHH kneeling. A second try closes the show.

Overall Rating: D-. Yet people still defend this nonsense. Let’s look at
what we had tonight: a cage match that wasn’t important enough to give a
story to, JR/King/Snow/Coach as the second big feud for the PPV, a
beatdown to end the show, a 20 minute talking segment that went nowhere,
and no good matches in two hours. When the best part of a show might be
Molly Holly’s hair, you’ve got major problems.

I’ve already done the September 15, 2003 Raw if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/11/03/monday-night-raw-september-15-20
03-whoever-requested-this-start-running-now/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews
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